
 

7Days 5Nights Japan. Kyushu Discovery  
 

DAY 1    Kuala Lumpur / Singapore /  Fukuoka    SQ 125 (2030/2130) + SQ 656 (0120/0810)        

 Assemble at airport for your flight to Fukuoka. 
  

DAY 2    ( 0810am )  Arrive Fukuoka ~ Yanagawa River ~ Yufuin Arts Town / Lake Kirin-ko ~ Beppu 

Dazaifu   

【Famous for Flower viewing 

&  【maple leaf】 

 

Yanagawa River (Included river Boat Ride) 【Famous for Cherry Blossom】 

 
 

Yufuin Arts Town【Famous for maple leaf】 

Yufuin has a wealth of art museums, cafes and 
boutiques, and many travelers come to the city just to 
stroll about town for the day. Every year local tourism 
board visit European countries to learn about the latest 
city planning, thus there is some European and 
Japanese culture merging together.   

Lake Kinrin-ko 【Famous for maple leaf】 

Another natural landmark of Yufuin besides Mount Yufu is Lake Kinrinko. The small lake 
is located at the end of the town's main walking route, about a kilometer and a half from 
the station. Walking paths surround the lake as well as more small shops and cafes.   
 

Beppu  - Beppu is divided into eight major hot spring areas known as Beppu Hattō (別府八

湯). Beppu is also famous for its hot springs. 

Beppu Hot Spring City 
Chinoike Jigoku (Blood Pond Hell) 
The "blood pond hell" features a pond of hot, red water and a large souvenir shop. It is one of the 
most photogenic of the eight hells 
 
 
 
 
Tatsumaki Jigoku (Tornado Spout Hell)  
The "Tornado Spout hell" features a boiling hot geyser, which erupts every 25-30 minutes for 
about 5 minutes. 

Lunch: Unagi Cuisine ( eel set lunch  )    //  Dinner: Hotel Japanese set meal  or  Buffet 

Hotel: Beppu . Royal Hotel    ( Hot Spring )       or similar 

 



DAY 3 Beppu ~ Kokonoe Sky Bridge ~ Takachiho Gorge  

Kokonoe Sky Bridge  【Famous for maple leaf】 

 

 
**during Sakura season will visit to Beppu 
Tsurumidake instead of  Kokonoe Sky Bridge. 
Beppu Tsurumidake 

【Famous for Cherry Blossom】 

  

Takachiho Gorge  【Famous for maple leaf】 

 
Known as Five Segawa Girge, considered as Japan Beauty and Natural Scenic Area. 
Inside this gorge, there is a waterfall that listed within top of Hundred in Japan. 

Breakfast: Hotel // Lunch: Japanese Cuisine                 // Dinner: Hotel Japanese set meal  or  Buffet 

Hotel: Kagoshima . Sun Royal  Hotel   (Hot Spring)       or similar 

 
DAY 4  Kagoshima ~ Sakuranobaba Johsaien ~ Ferry To Sakurajima ~ Sengan-En ~ Ibusuki: Sand Spa Experience 

Kagoshima  
Sakurajima Volcano Island ( Visit to the island ) 
Included ferry from Kagoshima Port to Sakurajima. Sakurajima is one of Japan's 
most active volcanoes and the symbol of Kagoshima. The volcano smokes constantly, 
and minor eruptions often take place multiple times per day. Located in the middle of 
Kagoshima Bay, Sakurajima is the area's most prominent geographic feature, having 
an elevation of 1117 meters and a circumference of about 50 kilometers.  

Sengan-En (DIY Japanese Mo-cha green tea & Wagashi Dessert) 

【Famous for Cherry Blossom】 

 The residence was originally built in 1658 along with the rest of the garden, but the 
current building mostly dates back to a reconstruction of the mid-1880s. After the end of 
the feudal age, the Iso Residence became the main residence of the Shimazu family, 
and its rooms are preserved in the way they were used in the 1890s. 

Ibusuki - Included Sand Spa Experience 
Which is famous for its sand baths, where bathers are buried in naturally heated sand. 
 

Breakfast: Hotel //  Lunch: Kagoshima Black Pork Cuisine        // Dinner: Hotel Japanese set meal  or  Buffet 

Hotel: Ibusuki . Royal Hotel        or similar 

 

DAY 5  Ibusuki ~ Sakuranobaba Johsaien ~ 【Taking ferry (30 mins)】to Shimabara ~ Nagasaki Mt Inasan Night View 

Sakuranobaba Johsaien 
Josaien is located in Sakuranobaba, at the foot of Kumamoto Castle, one of Japan’s 
three major castles. It is a popular tourist attraction designed to enhance the appeal of 
the old castle town and convey to visitors the food, history and cultural traditions of the 
region from Kumamoto Castle, a symbol of the city of Kumamoto. 

Proceed to Kumamoto Port and 【Taking ferry (30 mins)】to Shimabara 

GLOVER GARDEN 
Glover Garden is an open air museum in Nagasaki that 

exhibits mansions of several of the city's former foreign 

residents and related buildings. It is located on the hill 

where Western merchants settled down after the end of 

Japan's era of seclusion in the second half of the 19th 

century. 

https://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2421.html
https://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2162.html
https://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2128.html


 
Nagasaki Mt Inasan Night View (Included Cable Car) 
Nearby Mt. Inasa, the mountain slopes overlooking the harbor and the gazebo, you can 
enjoy the view. Night view is very beautiful, also selected as the world's Top  3 Night 
View , as millions of dollars night view 

Breakfast: Hotel      //     Lunch: Japanese Cuisine  //    Dinner :  BBQ Buffet             

Hotel: Nagasaki.  New Nagasaki Hotel     or Similar 
 

DAY 6    Nagasaki ~ Mifuneyama Garden ~ Premium Outlet ~ Fukuoka : Shintencho Shopping District ~ Nakasu Area 

Mifuneyama Garden  

【Famous for Cherry Blossom&  maple leaf】 

 
( only visit during Sakura Season & Maple Leaf 
Season ) 
 

Premium Outlet 

Shintencho Shopping District  
  

Nakasu Area 
Nakasu is the most prosperous and largest nightlife area in Kyushu. This is also a 
gathering place for the red light district in Fukuoka. Japan rarely is there such a scene 
usually appears , in fact rarely see such a large number of street vendors lined up tricks, 
have a wide variety of dishes…….. 

Breakfast: Hotel //       Lunch: Crabs Meal           // Dinner:   Ichiran Lamen + Onsen egg                               

Hotel:  Fukuoka.  Royal Park Hotel          or similar 

 

DAY 7     Fukuoka / Singapore / KLIA 2      SQ 655 (0945/1520) + SQ 126 (1835/1940) 
After breakfast, transfer to airport for the flight back home.  
 

** The sequence of itinerary, meals and hotel are subject to the final adjustment of the local ground operator. ** Terms & Conditions Apply 

 

************************************************************************************************************************************** 

 

⚫ Singapore Airlines:    KLIA 1 / Singapore / Fukuoka    SQ 125 (2030/2130) + SQ 656 (0120/0810)       

                                           Fukuoka / Singapore / KLIA 1    SQ 655 (0945/1520) + SQ 126 (1835/1940)   

 

Tour Fare (Twin Share):  ( Included air ticket , tips , Chubb Travel Insurance  )        

RM 9288  Per Person –19 NOV 2023 ( maple leaf ) 

RM 9288  Per Person –27 Mar 2023 ( Sakura season ) 

 

 

 

★ Child with bed: less RM 300 / child without bed: less RM 800  

★Hello’s Tour Leader (English / Mandarin/Malay speaking) + local guide (Mandarin speaking) 
 

 

 
 



 
【 Hotels information  as below 】:  
 

 
   Beppuwan Royal Hotel   ( Hot Spring ) or similar   

 
 
 Kagoshima.    Sun Royal Hotel   ( Hot Spring )    or similar 

 
 Ibusuki.  Royal Hotel   ( Hot Spring )       or similar    

 
           
  Nagasaki  .  Hotel New Nagasaki      or similar 

 
 
  Fukuoka.  Royal Park Hotel          or similar 

 


